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Agenda
■ Human Resources Crystal Ball – Predicting & Previewing
Employment Law Trends for 2022 (Kate)
■ Thinking About Selling your Facility? What to Expect During a Long
Term Care Facility Transaction (Allie)
■ Contracting with Health Care IT Vendors: The Legal Risks (Steph)
■ Increased Oversight in Nursing Homes & Changes to COVID-19
Survey Activities (Jessa)
■ COVID-19 Relief Funds & Waivers: How to avoid noncompliance &
what to expect as waivers expire (Olivia)
■ Managing Medicare & Medicaid Overpayments, Self-Disclosures
and Other Terrible Things (Larry)
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Union Organizing & Labor Laws
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NLRB - Big Changes in 2021:
■ New General Counsel, Jennifer Abruzzo
■ Board is now majority union-friendly and led by Bidenappointee, Chair Lauren McFerran
■ General Counsel and Board have signaled aggressive
enforcement of the NLRA and extensive review of
employer-friendly policies
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What to Expect in 2022:
■ Union-friendly policies
■ Broad remedies, including consequential damages and
aggressive use of injunctive relief
■ More activity from the Board and the General Counsel
■ More unionizing activity
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Employee Handbooks
■ Issue: When do handbook policies violate the NLRA?
■ Current standard: Boeing
− If a facially neutral policy’s potential impact on NLRA rights outweighs the
employer’s legitimate justification for the policy, then the policy violates the
NLRA

■ Prediction: return to Lutheran Heritage
− If a policy could be reasonably construed by an employee to restrict NLRAprotected activities, then the policy violates the NLRA
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Weingarten Rights
■ Issue: When do employees have a right to have a union
representative present during an investigatory interview
that may lead to discipline?
■ Current standard: IBM
− Only when employee is part of a union

■ Prediction:
− Expand to include non-union employees
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Access to Employer Property:
Non-public Spaces
■ Issue: Must an employer provide access to non-public
spaces on its property for unionizing purposes?
■ Current standard: Tobin Center for the Performing Arts
− No. Employer can exclude off-duty contractors from non-public spaces
unless the contractors:
Work regularly and exclusively on the property, and
 There are no reasonably non-trespassory alternative means of communication.


■ Prediction: return to New York New York Hotel & Casino
− Yes. Employer cannot restrict off-duty contractors from using non-public
spaces to distribute pro-union literature.
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Access to Employer Property:
Public Spaces
■ Issue: Must an employer provide access to public spaces
on its property for unionizing purposes?
■ Current standard: UPMC
− No. Employer can deny union access to public spaces.

■ Prediction: return to Sandusky Mall
− If an employer allows access to a public space for other commercial, civil,
or charitable purpose, then the employer must also allow access for
unionizing purposes.
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Meaning of “protected concerted
activity”
■ Issue: Can employers restrict use of company
communication systems for union activities?
■ Current standard: Rio All-Suites Hotel & Casino
− Yes. Employers may prohibit use of emails for anything not work-related,
including union activities.

■ Prediction: return to Purple Communications
− No. Employers cannot prohibit employees from using communication
systems for union activity.
− Expand from emails to include other communication software, such as
Discord, Slack, Groupme, etc.
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Other Potential Policy Changes
■ Confidentiality and non-disparagement provisions in
separation agreements
■ Narrower view of supervisor exemption
■ Change to independent contractor test
■ Expand employee rights to strike and protest
■ Expand “mutual aid and protection” to those who are not
employees under the law (interns, etc.)
■ Expand “inherently concerted activity” to include subjects
other than wages that regularly arise in the workplace, such
as employees’ health and safety
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Labor Law Takeaways
■ Employers should keep up with changes to NLRB policy in
2022—there are likely to be many big changes from current
standards.
■ Employers may need to update their policies in order to
avoid an unfair labor practice charge.
■ Remember: the NLRA protects employees who engage in
“concerted activity,” including non-union employees.
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Wage & Hour Issues

14

Independent Contractor
Misclassification
■ Current law: different independent contractor tests in
different contexts
− Multi-factor “economic realities” test under the FLSA
− ABC test, common law test, and other tests under state laws

■ What happened in 2021?
− New DOL independent contractor test in January that was quickly rescinded
in May
− Memorandum of Understanding between DOL Wage & Hour Division and
NLRB to collaborate on investigations and share information regarding
potential violations, including independent contractor misclassification
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Independent Contractor
Misclassification
■ What else happened in 2021?
− Big lawsuits: Uber, Instacart, DoorDash
− Big awards: $43 million back pay and liquidated damages awarded to 700
misclassified workers by a federal court in PA under the FLSA

■ Predictions for 2022:
− More investigations and enforcement actions
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Off-the-Clock Claims Related to
COVID Protocols
■ Issue: Whether, under the FLSA, employers have to pay
employees for time spent undergoing temperature checks,
verifying vaccination status, or completing other health
screening inquiries required by the employer.
■ Current law:
− FLSA requires employers to pay employees for time that is an “integral and
indispensable part” of their principal work activity, but not time for
“preliminary” and “postliminary” activities (like putting on protective gear
before work or undergoing security screenings after work)
− DOL regulations require employers to pay employees for all time between
the start and finish of their workday unless time falls into an exception, such
as bona fide meal breaks
− State laws may provide greater protections
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Off-the-Clock Claims Related to
COVID Protocols
■ How to apply current law to COVID is unclear:
− DOL guidance on COVID:
Employers likely must pay employees for time spent during the workday on
temperature checks, health screenings, and COVID tests.
 Employers may need to pay employees for time spent before work or during off
days on temperature checks, health screenings, and COVID tests if an “integral
and indispensable part” of the employees’ work.
 Suggests that an employer likely must pay nurses who performs direct patient
care services for time spent checking their temperature at the facility before their
shift as required by employer policy, because the task is necessary for them to
safely and effectively perform her job during the pandemic.


■ Predictions for 2022:
− A lot of litigation (for example, a class action against Amazon filed in CA last
year)
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Wage & Hour Takeaways
■ Employers should ensure they are compliant with all
applicable federal and state independent contractor
classification laws.
■ Employers should review their health screening policies
and procedures to ensure compliance with current federal
and state wage & hour laws.
■ Additional DOL guidance and court decisions may provide
clarity in 2022 and beyond on whether employers need to
pay employees for time spent off-the-clock on following
COVID protocols.
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Anti-Discrimination Protections
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Disability Protections for
COVID Long-Haulers
■ What happened in 2021?
− the EEOC recognized Long-COVID as a disability under the Americans with
Disabilities Act when an employee’s medical condition or any of its
symptoms:
1.
2.

Is a “physical or mental impairment,” and
“Substantially limits one or more major life activities”
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Disability Protections for
COVID Long-Haulers
■ Predictions for 2022:
− Reasonable accommodation requests from employees with long COVID
− Discrimination lawsuits from employees claiming they were discriminated
against for having long COVID or for being regarded as disabled due to
long COVID
− Retaliation lawsuits from employees claiming they were retaliated against
for requesting an accommodation
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Retaliation Protections
■ What happened in 2021?
− Joint initiative between DOL, EEOC, and NLRB to raise awareness about
retaliation issues when workers exercise protected labor rights
− Memorandum of Understanding between DOL Wage & Hour Division and
NLRB to collaborate on investigations and share information regarding
potential violations, including unlawful retaliation.

■ Predictions for 2022:
− More NLRB investigations turning into DOL investigations and vice versa
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Federal Pregnancy Protections
■ Current law:
− Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978 prohibits discrimination on the basis of
pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical conditions.


Supreme Court interpreted the PDA to require an employer to provide the same
reasonable accommodation to a pregnant employee that the employer provides to
other similarly situated nonpregnant employees.

− ADA requires reasonable accommodation for pregnancy-related disabilities

■ What happened in 2021?
− House passed the Pregnant Workers Fairness Act, which would require
reasonable accommodations for pregnancy and protect against retaliation for
requesting an accommodation

■ Prediction for 2022:
− Pregnant Workers Fairness Act is a bipartisan bill with widespread support
and has a good chance of passing in the Senate
24

Discrimination Protections Takeaways
■ Good idea to consult with counsel upon receipt of a
reasonable accommodation request for long COVID
■ Carefully document the reasons for any adverse
employment action taken against an employee who has
requested an accommodation, reported discrimination, or
exercised protected labor rights under the NLRA
■ Watch for changes to federal and state pregnancy law
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Increased Whistleblower Activity
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Whistleblower Trends in 2021
■ Big awards mean more incentive for employees to blow the
whistle:
− U.S. DOJ obtained more than $2.2 billion in settlements and judgments
from civil cases involving fraud and false claims against the government in
the fiscal year ending Sept. 30, 2020.


Over $1.8 billion relates to matters that involved the health care industry,
including drug and medical device manufacturers, managed care providers,
hospitals, pharmacies, hospice organizations, laboratories, and physicians.

− FCA award of $28.5 million to Arriva Medical whistleblower

■ High-profile whistleblowers: Theranos, Facebook
■ More tips were filed in 2021 than in previous years
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Whistleblower Retaliation Cases
in 2021
■ Sixth Circuit potentially expands FCA’s reach:
− Employers can be held liable for post-employment retaliation
− But the Tenth Circuit has held that the FCA only applies to retaliation during
employment, so the courts are not in agreement. Potential Supreme Court
case?

■ Fifth Circuit potentially limits SOX’s reach:
− Dismissed SOX retaliation claim for failure to establish an employeremployee relationship

■ Federal case in CA emphasizes need to carefully document
the reasons for any adverse employment actions
− Court dismissed a SOX retaliation claim because the employer proved that
the employee was fired for violating internal company standards
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Predictions for 2022
 More whistleblower tips and retaliation claims
 Higher whistleblower awards
 Plaintiffs’ lawyers using FCA retaliation claims in addition to
Title VII claims

Whistleblower Retaliation Takeaways
■ Carefully document the reasons for any adverse
employment action taken against a whistleblower
■ Maintain a robust compliance program, including internal
complaint process.
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Preparing for the Transaction and
Due Diligence

Preparing for Transaction
■ Non-Disclosure Agreement
− Prevents parties from disclosing commercial information about each other
to third parties even if no deal occurs
− Enables Buyer’s initial review of Seller financials, employee salaries,
facility leases, vendor pricing, etc. to determine if the acquisition could be
a sound investment
− Precursor to formal Letter of Intent (no deal terms yet)

■ Seller: Choosing internal team to manage and respond to
requests for information
− May limit to those administrators who “need to know”
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Preparing for Transaction
■ Lining up trusted legal and financial advisors
− Look for teams with prior transactional experience with skilled nursing
facility/assisted living facility sales
− SNF and ALF transactions are highly regulated, structurally complex, and
require specialized knowledge and expertise
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Due Diligence Process
■ Due Diligence = Doing Your
Homework
− Buyer provides detailed written request list
Documents to be disclosed
 Questions to be answered by appropriate staff


− Seller discloses responsive documents and
responses to questions


May utilize a data site, dropbox, etc.

− Buyer asks follow-up questions and provides
additional lists of requests until satisfied
− Balance need for info with efficiency
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Due Diligence –Goals of Buyer
■ Understand the Seller’s business
■ Identify “red flag” issues
■ Identify areas of potential successor liability
− To be addressed in Letter of Intent and/or in deal documents

■ Identify required governmental and third party approvals
(state regulators, AG, OIG/DOJ, HUD)
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Due Diligence Process – Goals of
Seller
■ Identify (and preemptively resolve) issues
− Business issues:
Renew and complete expired/unsigned contracts
 Collect overdue accounts receivable (resident rent, etc.)
 Pay overdue accounts payable (ground lease rent, vendor accounts,
etc.)


− Regulatory/compliance:
Obtain formal agency acceptance of Plan of Correction
 Pay off outstanding fines
 Renew operating licenses
 Update outdated compliance policies


■ Put the Buyer on notice!
■ Information will need to be presented in disclosure schedules.
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Consideration for Real Estate Transfer

Ground and Facility Lease Issues
■ Landlord’s consent to assignment of lease/change of
control of facility
■ Standards for replacement tenants (Buyer must
demonstrate)
− financial capability
− track record of high-quality operating experience

■ Ability to maintain required operating standards
■ Rights of First Offer/Rights of First Refusal
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Environmental Reports
■ Parties typically order Phase I environmental site
assessments (usually at Buyer expense)
■ Can take upwards of 8-12 weeks to receive results
■ If environmental risks are (e.g. leaking septic tanks,
groundwater contamination) identified in Phase I,
additional rounds of assessment may be required to
determine scope of problem and estimated cost of
repair
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Facility Repairs
■ Sellers should disclose any repairs-in-progress and known
structural defects at the facility
− Goal to selling facility “as-is” in the final deal documents)

■ Parties will negotiate to determine whether Buyer or Seller
will incur needed repair costs, or whether such costs will be
shared
■ Buyer may require Seller to complete repair projects before
the closing (negotiated in deal documents)
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Real Estate Transfer Pitfalls
■ Zoning Issues
− Encroachments over property lines
− ALTA Land Survey and zoning report will usually be obtained to identify
exact parcel of land owned by Seller and any recorded encumbrances on
that land (mortgages, easements, zoning for a particular use, etc.)

■ Disputes with neighbors
− Use of shared parking lot and driveways
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Negotiating Letters of Intent and
Definitive Agreements

Letter of Intent
■ Largely non-binding, except for confidentiality and
exclusivity, buyer deposit
■ Should address all key business, regulatory and legal terms
− Set expectations and avoid sunk transaction costs on a failed deal down
the road

■ Transaction Structure (asset or stock/merger)
■ Purchase Price
− Base price and the assumptions on which it is based (EBITDA, revenue,
etc.)
− Adjustments (e.g. working capital, earnouts)
− Funding (will buyer need a financing contingency?)
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Letter of Intent
■ Exclusivity – binding on seller
− Buyer wants strong exclusivity provision to prevent the seller from
shopping other potential purchasers during a given period of time
necessary to negotiate

■ Confidentiality – binding on both parties
− Prevents parties from disclosing commercial information about each
other, and fact of a proposed transaction
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Letter of Intent
■ Scope and timing of due diligence
■ Buyer deposit
− How much, and when does it go hard

■ Conditions to closing
− Regulatory/licensing approvals
− Third party consents
− No Material Adverse Change

■ Expenses
− Parties each bear their own costs (typical)?
− How about third party reports (typically buyer)?
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Definitive Agreements
■ Final and binding expression of the parties’ agreements on
the transaction
■ In SNF deals often the definitive terms divided between:
− Purchase Agreement governing purchase of real estate assets
− Operations Transfer Agreement governing acquisition of operating assets

■ Often staggered sign & close due to regulatory approvals
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Managing the CHOW Process

Licenses, Permits, Certifications and
Accreditations
■ Identify licenses, permits, certifications applicable
early in process
− Facility
− Ancillaries (CLIA, radiation, hazardous waste, food/kitchen, salon,
therapy)

■ Typical rep and warranty on licenses
■ Identify involvement of Medicare/Medicaid
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Identify Regulatory Filings
■ Identify requirements triggered by transaction for each
license, permit, etc.
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Structure of Transaction; CHOW or change in control
is it transferable? How?
new application/license
assignment/assumption
notice
change of information
what forms to complete (can take significant time to gather information)
timing/lead time
what agency/government body (Medicare, Medicaid, State Licensure, CON)
– call them.
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Medicare
■
■
■
■
■

Change in Ownership (CHOW) vs. Change in Control
What is a CHOW?
Why Important?
Defined at 42 C.F.R. 489.18
General Concept: Will provider/entity holding the
certification change?
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Medicare – What is a CHOW?
■ Federal regulations define CHOW as follows for
Medicare purposes:
− Partnership– Removal, addition or substitution of a partner unless
partners agree otherwise as permitted by State Law
− Sole Proprietorship– Transfer of title and operation to another
− Corporation– Merger of provider corporation into another
corporation or consolidation creating a new entity
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Medicare – What is a CHOW?
■ Management Agreement– Generally not a CHOW, but
provider must retain operational authority
■ Asset (Operations) Transfer of Licensed Operations –
CHOW
■ Leasing– Lease of all or part of a provider facility;
constitutes CHOW for portion leased
■ Stock sale of Provider or Provider Parent: Not a CHOW
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Medicare CHOW Notice
■ Notice to CMS of pending CHOW
■ Automatic assignment of provider agreement to the new owner
(with option to reject automatic assignment (42 C.F.R. 489.52)
− Uninterrupted participation

■ Assigned agreement “subject to all applicable statutes and
regulations and to the terms and conditions under which it was
originally issued”
■ Notification to CMS within 30 days (42 C.F.R. 424.516)
■ Notice provided pursuant to Form 855A (w/Bill of Sale or similar
document)
■ Tie-In Notice issued by CMS
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Medicare Change of Information
■ CMS -855A change of information filing must be submitted
no later than 90 days following the change
■ Changes to the authorized or delegated officials must be
submitted within 30 days
■ Provider should receive a letter from the MAC confirming
that PECOS has been updated to reflect the change of
information.
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State Level Filings
■ State License/CON Requirements: Analysis
and filing requirements vary state by state.
− Some follow federal framework, others have more
stringent (and time sensitive) rules

■ Tips for successful State CHOW process:
cooperation between seller and buyer,
timing, open lines of communication with
regulators, consider working with local
counsel or consultant, obtain comfort letter
or e-mail.
− Consider interim solutions for long waiting periods
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Managing CHOW Process
■ Medicaid considerations:
− New enrollment application likely required if TIN changes; NPI cannot be
assigned.
− Processing time several months, but retroactive effective date.
− Stock transfer may only require notice/updated information.
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Uncovering and Addressing
Compliance Problems

Uncovering Compliance Problems
■ Diligence and continue to monitor up until
closing:
− Surveys, along with Plans of Correction (POCs),
f/u surveys
− Licenses/CON; bed suspensions
− Ongoing or past investigations and settlements

■ Understand deficiencies and pending or
imposed penalties (i.e., DPNA, CMPs,
termination of provider agreement).
■ CMS F-tags and G-tag
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Surveys Outcomes

Scope of the Deficiency →

↑
↑
↑
↑
↑
↑
↑

Severity of the Deficiency
Immediate jeopardy to
resident health or safety
Actual harm that is not
immediate jeopardy
No actual harm with
potential for more than
minimal harm that is not
immediate jeopardy
No actual harm with
potential for minimal harm

→ →

→ → →

Isolated

Pattern

Widespread

J

K

L

G

H

I

D

E

F

A

B

C
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Addressing Compliance Problems
■ Definitive Agreement Terms
Addressing Compliance
Issues
− Reps and
Warranties/Indemnification
− Escrow Facilities
− Termination Rights
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Special Considerations When Private
Equity Buyers are Involved

Private Equity Buyers
■ More likely to be leasing facility to unaffiliated operator
− Seller will need to negotiate an OTA with a separate party from the real
estate buyer
− Will need to negotiate their own set of agreements with the operator, adding
time and complexity

■ Sophisticated buyers, often complex deal structures and
aggressive negotiating tactics
− Good to have your own advisors with experience working with and across
from similar buyers
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Post-Closing and Other Payor
Considerations

Post-Closing Considerations
■ Post-Closing collections prior to tie-in notice and
Medicaid enrollment
■ Promptly submit executed bill of sale to state
licensure board so that license is issued to buyer with
proper effective date
■ Complete post-closing CHOWs and seller file final
cost report with CMS.
■ Pro-rations and true-ups of various operating
expenses.
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Roadmap of Today’s Presentation
■ Marketing Arrangements
− Breakdown of an EHR vendor settlement
− EHR incentive programs
− The federal Anti-Kickback Statute (“AKS”)


State anti-kickback statutes

− The False Claims Act (“FCA”)
− Key considerations

■ Exclusions
− Compliance best practices
− Representations and warranties
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Marketing Arrangements
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Breakdown of an EHR
Vendor Settlement
■ January 2021
■ $18.25 million dollar settlement
■ Illegal kickbacks paid to potential
clients, existing clients, and competitors
in violation of the federal Anti-Kickback
Statute (“AKS”) and False Claims Act
(“FCA”)

* Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut
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Breakdown of an EHR
Vendor Settlement
■ Three marketing schemes:
− Concierge Event Program
− Client Lead Generation Program
− Conversion Deals Program
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EHR Incentive Programs
■ Since 2018, called Promoting Interoperability Programs
■ Set quality measures in determining Medicare payment
adjustments
■ Health care providers attest to certain criteria in use of
certified EHRs to:
− Receive incentive payments and/or
− Avoid payment reductions
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Federal Anti-Kickback Statute (“AKS”)
■ 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7b(b)
■ Criminal statute that prohibits anyone from

Knowingly and willfully
Soliciting or receiving
Any remuneration, directly or indirectly, overtly or covertly, in cash or in kind
In return for referring patients for items or services, or in return for purchasing,
leasing, ordering, or arranging for or recommending purchasing, leasing, or ordering
any good, facility, service, or item
− For which payment may be made in whole or in part under a Federal health care
program.
−
−
−
−

■ Violations result in felony conviction with max. fine of $100,000 or max.
prison sentence of 10 years (or both), potential imposition of a Civil Monetary
Penalty (“CMP”) of up to $105,563 (as currently adjusted for inflation), and
potential exclusion from participation in the Federal health care programs.
■

*Note: There are various payment and business practices that fall under “safe harbor” regulations –
although these practices potentially implicate AKS, they are not treated as offenses under the statute.
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State Anti-Kickback Statutes
■ Most states have their own antikickback statutes, with their own
penalties.
− e.g., Connecticut, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont each
have varied statutes prohibiting certain payment
arrangements between providers and third
parties, with varied types of liability and
penalties.

■ Providers in affected states are subject
to both the Federal AKS and their
respective state anti-kickback statute.
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False Claims Act (“FCA”)
■ 31 U.S.C. §§ 3729-3733
■ Prohibits any person from:

− Knowingly
− Presenting or causing to be presented
− A false or fraudulent claim
− For payment or approval
− From the Federal government
“Knowingly” includes reckless disregard for truth or falsity of the claim

■ Violations result in a civil penalty of $11,803-$23,607 per
claim (as currently adjusted for inflation) plus three times
the amount of damages the government sustains,
potential imposition of a CMP of up to $59,527 (as currently
adjusted for inflation), and potential exclusion from
participation in the Federal health care programs.
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Where Did the Vendor Go Wrong?
■ AKS: Prohibits anyone from:

− Knowingly and willfully
− Soliciting or receiving
− Any remuneration, directly or
indirectly, overtly or covertly, in
cash or in kind
− In return for referring patients for
items or services, or in return for
purchasing, leasing, ordering, or
arranging for or recommending
purchasing, leasing, or ordering
any good, facility, service, or item
− For which payment may be made
in whole or in part under a
Federal health care program.

 FCA: Prohibits anyone from:
–

Knowingly (including reckless
disregard)

–

Presenting or causing to be
presented

–

A false or fraudulent claim

–

For payment or approval

–

From the Federal government.

Concierge Event Program
Client Lead Generation
Program
Conversion Deals Program
76

Key Considerations When Contracting
■ Payment arrangements
− Payment, in cash or in kind, for referrals?

■ Representations and warranties
■ Other contract provisions
■ Outside of the contract: gifts and perks
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Exclusions
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Exclusion of Individuals and Entities from
Participation in the Federal Health Care Programs
■ 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7
■ In addition to violations of AKS and FCA, various acts render individuals and
entities subject to exclusion (either mandatory or permissive, depending on the
act) from participating in the Federal health care programs.
■ Department of Health and Human Services, Office of Inspector General (“OIG”)
provides that an excluded person “may not provide services that are payable by
Federal health care programs, regardless of whether the person is an employee,
a contractor, or a volunteer or has any other relationship with the provider.”
■ Contracting with an excluded individual when the provider knows, or
should know, of the exclusion, could result in overpayment liability, an
assessment of 3 times the amount claimed for each separately billable
item or 3 times the total costs incurred, a CMP of up to $21,113, and
exclusion.
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Exclusions: Best Practices
■ Screening – prior to contracting and periodically
− Screening vendors and/or checking the OIG List of Excluded
Individuals/Entities
− OIG: “The risk of potential CMP liability is greatest for those persons that
provide items or services integral to the provision of patient care because it
is more likely that such items of services are payable by the Federal health
care programs.”

■ Contracts
− Representations and warranties
− Termination provisions
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Learning Objectives
■ Gain an understanding of CMS’s
new survey requirements
■ Clarify temporary guidance and
flexibilities
■ Understand where CMS and
State Survey Agencies plan to
increase oversight in nursing
homes
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Recertification Surveys and COVID-19
■ CMS and State Survey Agencies (SAs) have prioritized
COVID-19 infection prevention and control
− CMS developed COVID-19 Focused Infection Control (FIC) surveys
− CMS limited onsite surveys and activities to FIC surveys, complaints
alleging immediate jeopardy to beneficiary health & safety, and infection
control complaints

■ Now: Huge backlogs of complaints and recertification
surveys nationwide
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New CMS Policies to Address Backlog
■ SAs not required to conduct FIC surveys within 3-5 days
of outbreak
− Can still conduct FIC surveys when COVID-19 concerns arise

■ Resuming standard recertification surveys

− Continue conducting recertification surveys but don’t need to make-up
missed ones

■ SAs will address most serious incident allegations first

− Each state will establish different plan and timeframe for clearing backlog
of reported incidents and complaints
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FIC Survey Guidance
■ CMS no longer requires FIC surveys within 3-5 days of
nursing home outbreak
■ SAs must continue to perform annual FIC surveys of 20%
of nursing homes
− Must be standalone survey or combined with complaint survey
− Prioritize facilities with new cases and low vaccination rates or when
infection control concerns arise
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Recertification Survey Guidance
■ SAs should resume surveys on a regular basis
− No make-ups — will establish new intervals based on the facility’s next
survey

■ Prioritize based on potential risk to residents
− E.g. facilities with history of noncompliance or allegations
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Recertification Survey Guidance
(cont.)
■ Temporary discretion for some mandatory survey tasks
− Resident Council Meeting
− Dining Observation
− Medication Storage Observation
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Complaints/Facility-Reported Incidents
■ CMS has already expanded triage of investigating reported
incidents from immediate jeopardy (IJ) to non-IJ High
■ New guidance until backlog is clear and can resume routine
operations
■ IJ and non-IJ High:
− SAs should investigate IJ within 2 working days and non-IJ High reports
within 10 working days, or as soon as possible
− SAs will prioritize highest risk first

■ Non-IJ Medium received within last year or allegation of
abuse:
− SAs will investigate at next scheduled standard survey or in a separate
complaint survey
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Complaints/Facility-Reported Incidents
(cont.)
■ Non-IJ Medium received 1+ year ago:

− SAs retain discretion to investigate Non-IJ Medium complaints received
more than one year ago

SAs should look to see if there is a pattern of allegations or poor care
If SAs choose to investigate, could investigate at next scheduled standard
survey or complaint survey
 If SAs choose not to investigate, may mark complaint as “Withdrawn/Expired”



■ Non-IJ Low:

− SAs not required to investigate and can follow same procedure as non-IJ
Medium received more than one year ago
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When will surveys go back to normal?
■ New survey/complaint guidance requires multiple
complaint investigations during surveys which will likely
result in longer surveys
■ It will be challenging for SAs to get back to a pre-COVID
survey interval due to these longer surveys
■ CMS will work with SAs to establish reasonable
expectations for timeframes based on size of backlog
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What will SAs be looking for?
■ CMS concerned with how COVID-19 nursing home
operation and oversight changes have impacted residents’
health and safety
■ CMS alerting SAs to pay special attention to:
− Nurse Competency
− Inappropriate Use of Antipsychotic Medications
− Quality of care issues
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Nurse Competency
■ While CMS waived certain nursing staff qualification
requirements, CMS did not waive competency requirements
■ CMS alerting SAs to pay attention to 42 CFR § 483.35
requirements:

− “The facility must have sufficient nursing staff with the appropriate
competencies and skills sets to provide nursing and related services to
assure resident safety and attain or maintain the highest practicable
physical, mental, and psychosocial well-being of each resident, as
determined by resident assessments and individual plans of care and
considering the number, acuity and diagnoses of the facility’s resident
population in accordance with the facility assessment required at
§483.70(e).” (emphasis added).

■ Key competency component: that a nurse can identify and
address a resident’s change in condition
− Compliance based on observations of nursing home’s performance or
practices
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Inappropriate Use of Antipsychotic
Medications
■ Nursing homes required to ensure that each resident’s drug regimen is free
from unnecessary drugs (§ 483.45(d))
− SAs directed to focus efforts on identifying inappropriate use of anti-psychotics and
emphasize non-pharmacologic approaches and person-centered care practices

Quality of Care Issues
SAs should assess other care areas, such as: unplanned weight loss, loss of
function/mobility, depression, abuse/neglect, or pressure ulcers
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Key Takeaways
■ This guidance went into effect immediately (November 12,
2021)
■ CMS is working to address the backlog of recertification
surveys, investigate outstanding complaints and incident
reports, and increase oversight in nursing homes
■ Each state will develop its own policies to address the
backlog and work with CMS to develop reasonable
expectations and timeframes
■ Even though COVID-19 remains a public health
emergency, nursing homes can begin preparing now for
the eventual return to more routine surveying practices
and increased oversight of their operational changes
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Roadmap of Today’s Presentation
■ COVID-19 Relief Funds:
− Provider Relief Fund, HRSA
Uninsured Program, Paycheck
Protection Program
− Fraud & abuse risks with accepting
and using
COVID-19 relief funding
− How to address instances of noncompliance
& best practices
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Roadmap of Today’s Presentation
(cont.)
■ COVID-19 Waivers:
− Common waivers applicable to long-term care
industry
− Risk of noncompliance with terms of COVID19 waivers
− Compliance best practices
− What to expect as we near termination of the
PHE
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COVID-19 Relief Funds
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Provider Relief Fund (PRF)
■ $120B attested to nationally
■ Approx. $7.5B attested to in
New England*
■ ALFs  General Distributions
■ Nursing Homes  Targeted Nursing Home Infection
Prevention Distribution

* Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut
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HRSA Uninsured Program
■ $16B in total claims paid nationally
■ Approx. $188.5M claims paid in New England*
■ Eligible for COVID-19 testing, treatment and vaccine
administration to uninsured individuals

* Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut
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Paycheck Protection Program
■ Approx. $791B loans distributed
■ 10% of loans were distributed to
applicants in the health care
and social assistance sector
■ Eligible for small businesses
that meet certain eligibility
requirements
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Fraud & Abuse Risk
■ Acceptance of COVID-19 relief funds subjects providers to
federal fraud and abuse laws
■ Enforcement agencies: DOJ, HHS (OIG), CMS
■ Violations may have significant
economic and operational
consequences for providers
■ What are the risks associated with
misuse of COVID-19 relief funding?
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Misuse of Provider Relief Funds
■ Providers must attest to the following:
− Accuracy of information
− Use of funds:
General Distribution: Health care related
expenses and lost revenue attributed to the
COVID-19 PHE
 Nursing Home Distribution: COVID-19 testing
expenses, hiring staff, infection control
expenses


− Funding cannot be used where another source
has reimbursed the expenses/losses
− Must comply with reporting requirements

■ Common issues
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Noncompliance with HRSA
Uninsured Program
■ Provider must attest to terms and
conditions:
− Will not balance bill patients
− Patient was uninsured at the time of the
service
− Service for COVID-19 testing, treatment or
vaccination

■ Common issues
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Misuse of PPP Funds
■ Misrepresentation of applicant to meet eligibility criteria
■ Misuse of funds: Funds must be used to fund payroll
costs, mortgage interest, rent, utilities, workers
protection costs, etc.
■ Significant enforcement – DOJ has pursued more than
100 defendants as of Aug. 24, 2021
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Enforcement
■ DOJ: Potential False Claims Act liability
■ HHS: OIG Audits - PRF & HRSA Uninsured Program
■ SBA Audits: PPP
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How to Address Noncompliance &
Best Practices
■ Investigate potential instances of misuse or noncompliance
■ Keep robust records related to application for and use of
funds
■ Know when to contact legal counsel:
− Assistance with investigating issues
− Is self-disclosure appropriate?
− Other ways to remediate
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COVID-19 Waivers
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COVID-19 Waivers
■ Federal Waivers (CMS) – Examples:
− Waivers related to physical environment including
resident rooms
− Waiver of pre-admission screening and annual
resident review
− Nurse aide requirements
− Transfer and discharge requirements

■ State Waivers - Examples:
−
−
−
−

Transfers
Medical staff meetings
Nurses aide training
Licensure
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Risks of Noncompliance with Waivers
■ Expiration of PHE: Continuing to operate under the waivers
− Federal v. State PHE
− FCA Liability

■ Enforcement priority related to COVID-19
− DOJ & HHS
− CMS surveys
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Compliance Best Practices
■ Keep robust records regarding
use of waiver authority
■ Develop a plan to unwind use of
the waivers
■ Monitor federal and state
developments – waivers made
permanent
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Agenda
1.
2.
3.
4.

Duty to Refund Overpayments
Regulatory Violations and the FCA
Self-Disclosures to OIG and other Enforcement
Authorities
Appendix – Take Home
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Background on the
60-Day Rule
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ACA Statutory Requirement
■ On March 23, 2010, Section 1128J(d) of the Social
Security Act was passed, setting forth the statutory 60Day overpayment requirement.
■ The Statute requires a person who has received an
overpayment:

− to report and return the overpayment to the government
agency/contractor and
− to notify the agency/contractor in writing of the reason(s) why the
overpayment was returned.
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ACA Statutory Requirement
■ Further, the Statute set the 60-Day rule stating that the
overpayment must be reported and returned by the later
of:

− the date which is 60 days after the date on which the overpayment was
identified, or
− the date any corresponding cost report is due, if applicable.

■ Overpayments retained after the deadline for reporting
and returning an overpayment become an “obligation”
under the federal False Claims Act, subject to treble
damages, per claim penalties and CMPs.
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Overpayment Regulations
■ On May 23, 2014, CMS published the Medicare Parts C
and D Final Rule.
■ On February 12, 2016, CMS published the Medicare Parts
A and B Final Rule, which we will discuss today.
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Questions Addressed by Final Rule
■ Confusion regarding the requirements, scope and impact of
the ACA Statutory Requirement –
− What does “identification” mean?
Does the clock start when you get the hotline call?
 Do you have to audit the issue, calculate the repayment and repay within 60
days?


− How far back do you have to go?


RACs go back 3 years; FCA goes back either 6 or 10 years; CMS has
gone back 4 years for reopenings (absent fraud or similar fault)
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FCA Case from Overpayment – U.S. ex
rel. Malie v. First Coast Cardiovascular
■ Overpayment Issue –
− According to complaint and settlement, provider “allowed” the accrual of
overpayments owed to government healthcare programs.
− When provider became aware of the obligation to return the overpayments,
it failed to return the overpayments to the affected government health care
programs with 60 days.

■ Overpayments related to credit balances
■ Provider settled for $448,821.58 on $175,000 in overpayments
■ Case LESSONS: (1) Providers must be proactive in investigating
potential overpayments; (2) Investigate and address (repay, etc.) credit
balances and (3) Any identified overpayments must be timely repaid.
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Key Aspects of the 60-Day Rule
■ 6-Year Look-Back Period
− Amended reopening period

■ What does it mean to “identify” an overpayment?
− Reasonable diligence
− Quantification
− 6-month period

■ Refund Processes
■ How are underpayments treated (if at all)?
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What does it mean to “identify” an
overpayment? (cont.)
■ Providers have an obligation to exercise “reasonable
diligence” through “timely, good faith investigation of
credible information”
■ Determining whether information is sufficiently credible to
merit an investigation is fact-specific
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What does it mean to “identify” an
overpayment? (cont.)
■ CMS makes clear that identification requires both
proactive and reactive auditing of billing.
■ Merely auditing based on compliance hotline calls or
issues raised by staff is insufficient.
■ Even if an overpayment is the result of a mistake, not fraud
and abuse, the provider still has an obligation to report and
return the overpayment under the ACA and Final Rule.
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What does it mean to “identify” an
overpayment? (cont.)
■ Under the Final 60-Day Rule, an overpayment is not
“identified” until the amount of refund has been “quantified”
■ 60-Day clock does not start running until after the
reasonable diligence period has concluded, which may
take “at most 6 months from receipt of credible
information, absent extraordinary circumstances”
■ That means an 8-month period:
− 6 months for timely investigation; plus
− 60 days for reporting and returning of the overpayment
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How to Spot Potential Overpayments
■ OIG, AGO requests
■ RAC or ZPIC audits
■ Patterns of payor denials
■ Results of a contractor or government audit are “credible
information” that require the provider to conduct reasonable
inquiry to confirm or contest the results
■ Resident/Family complaints
■ Vendor complaints
■ Referring provider complaints
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How to Spot Potential Overpayments
(cont.)
■ Even if it does not trigger a legal duty, worth following-up:
− Maybe a hotline complaint constitutes “credible information;” factual
determination
− Patient/family complaints regarding bills; any correspondence from family
lawyers
− RUG rates that are higher than peers
− Unusually high profits/revenue in relation to prior cost reporting periods
− Units that perform dramatically different from others (costs, revenue)
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Notification & Refund Processes
■ Final Rule allows for different refund processes beyond the
MAC voluntary refund process.
■ Providers can use any appropriate process to return
overpayments:
−
−
−
−

Claims adjustments
Credit Balances
Voluntary offset
OIG Self-Disclosure Protocol
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Underpayments
■ CMS stated that underpayments were “outside the scope”
of rulemaking
■ CMS declined to extend one-year period to rebill claim
■ CMS declined to permit offsets of identified underpayments
from identified overpayments
■ Underpayments should continue to be resolved under
existing reopening rules
■ BUT, in extrapolations, providers often employ “equitable
offset” methodologies
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False Claims Act
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The False Claims Act (FCA)
■ Fraud-based statute imposing civil liability for (among
other things):
− submitting false claims to the government for payment, or
− submitting false statements that are used in a subsequent claim

■ Most often applies to:
− health care providers
− government contractors

■ Can apply to anything involving federal funds
■ Most states (and even some cities) have corollary FCA
statutes
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FCA Basic Statistics
■ Priority Area for DOJ
− DOJ recovered over $3 billion from FCA cases in FY 2019
− Of the $3B, approximately $2.1 billion from qui tam cases

■ Roughly 85% of recoveries are in the health care industry
■ Around 800 new FCA matters are docketed every year
− Approximately 80% of newly docketed FCA cases are qui tam cases
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FCA Provisions
■ Imposes civil liability for each of the following:
− Presentment provision: Submitting a false claim for payment by
government (or causing it to be submitted)
− Make or use provision: Making false records or statements material to a
false claim submitted to the government
− Reverse FCA provision: Concealing or avoiding an obligation to pay
money to the government
− Conspiracy provision: Conspiracy to commit FCA violation
− Retaliation provision: Retaliating against individual for acting in
furtherance of FCA action or for their efforts to stop an FCA violation
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FCA Elements (generally)
■ Claim submitted to government
■ False or fraudulent
■ Knowingly false or fraudulent (scienter element)
− Actual knowledge;
Escobar
− Deliberate ignorance
; or
− Reckless disregard

■ Material to government’s decision to pay
− Government not likely to have paid if it had known

■ Damages (for recovery of damages)
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FCA Element: Materiality
■ Important SCOTUS case: United States ex rel. Escobar v.
Universal Health Servs., 136 S. Ct. 1989 (2016)
■ Escobar raises the concern that certain regulatory
violations, if material, could trigger an FCA risk.
■ South Bay - $25MM Mass MFCU Settlement
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FCA Element: Materiality
■ Materiality looks to “actual” or “likely” impact on govt
decision to pay
■ Claim not material unless government likely to have denied
payment had it known of underlying conduct
■ Strong evidence no materiality = government knew about
conduct and paid anyway
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Qui Tam Provisions
■ FCA cases may be filed by the government on its own or by
relators on behalf of the government
− Persons who file FCA cases are called “relators”
− Relators are sometimes disgruntled or recently terminated employees
− Professionals and competitors also file FCA suits

■ Qui tam is an abbreviation of the Latin phrase qui tam pro
domino rege quam pro se ipso in hac parte
sequitur, meaning “he who sues in this matter for the king
as well as for himself.”
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OIG Self-Disclosure
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Why Self-Disclose?
■ Requirement to return identified overpayments
42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7b(a)(3)
■ Control investigation and presentation of issue
■ Possibility of protection against qui tam suit under the False
Claims Act.
■ Possibility of mitigating penalties
■ CIA requirements lessened or waived
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When Should a Provider Use the SelfDisclosure Protocol?
■ Distinguish ordinary overpayments (above) from potential
civil or criminal violations
■ Ordinary overpayments should be resolved through the
relevant Medicare contractor
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Issues Submitted Under the SelfDisclosure Protocol
■
■
■
■
■
■

Billing for services performed by excluded individuals
Billing for medically unnecessary services
RUG up-coding
Duplicate billing
Alteration of records
Kickbacks/ Stark violations (Stark much less of a risk in
SNF setting)
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Appendix

143

Anti-Kickback Statute

144

Prohibited Conduct
■ Elements of the Prohibition






Knowing and willful
Solicitation, receipt or offer of payment
Of remuneration
In return for referring a Federal program patient, or
To induce the purchasing, leasing, or arranging for, or recommending or
leasing items or services paid by, a Federal program
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Penalties for Violating the Statute
 Criminal Statute

− Felony
− Not more than 5 years in prison, not more than $25,000, or both

 Civil Sanctions

− Exclusion from Medicare/Medicaid
− Civil Monetary Penalty (“CMP”) of up to $50,000 plus damages of up to
3x the amount of the kickback

 False Claims Act Liability – “In addition to the penalties
provided for in this section or section 1128A, a claim that
includes items or services resulting from a violation of
this section constitutes a false or fraudulent claim for
purposes of subchapter III of chapter 37 of Title 31,
United States Code.”
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AKS Issues as Overpayments
■ Pursue these with legal advice for sure!
■ Final Rule reiterates guidance from Proposed Rule that:
− A provider or supplier who is not a party to a kickback arrangement is
unlikely to identify overpayment, and there is no duty to report or repay
− However, if that provider or supplier does have sufficient knowledge, it
should report and repay

■ CMS will refer to OIG for appropriate action and suspend
repayment obligation until resolved
■ Enforcement focus on holding perpetrators of arrangement
accountable
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AKS Issues (cont.)
■ Only parties to kickback are required to repay overpayment
received by the innocent provider or supplier (except in
extraordinary circumstances).
■ Example: SNF unaware that rehab company paid kickback
to physician to induce physician to order more services.
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AKS Hypothetical LTC Pharmacy
■ St. James Skilled Nursing Center (SNF)
■ LuAnn’s Long-Term Care Pharmacy
■ Business Purchase:

− Book value of assets and inventory is $25,000.
− Purchase price: $500,000, payable at $50,000 per year, no interest.

■ Long term contract:

− Term = 10 years
− No drug dispensing fees
− Management contract for the SNF pharmacy services based on $25 per
patient per month, which is half of what LuAnn charges to other nursing
facilities in the market. Discounted pricing on Part A covered drugs and
DMEPOS
− Exclusive provider for all non-Part A drugs and supplies
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More Egs. AKS-premised FCA Cases
■ LTC facility pays physicians a medical director fee that
that violates the AKS or the Stark Law
■ LTC owns an ancillary service (e.g., wound care or lab)
and requires providers to use those services
■ Lab pays physicians to order tests for SNF patients
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Compliance Safeguards
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Overpayment Policy
■ Review your existing overpayment policy (or develop one if
you do not yet have one)
■ Revise to incorporate the key aspects of the Final 60-Day
Rule
■ But you’d better follow it if you write one!
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Overpayment Policy (cont.)
■ Sample policies may be found:
− On HCCA website
− Through ACC Health Law Section
− Websites of some providers that make their compliance policies publicly
available

■ But only use policies revised since Feb. 12, 2016, when the
Final Rule was published
■ AND be sure to incorporate your state’s Medicaid
overpayment policies – these vary dramatically state-bystate
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Document Retention Policies
■ Review your document retention policies (or develop them
if you do not yet have them)
■ Many existing document retention policies are based upon
either:
− Reopening rules (4 years)
− Medicare hospital CoP (5 years)
− FCA statute of limitations (6/10 years)

■ Revise to cover the 60-Day Rule’s 6-year look-back period
if not already covered by existing policies
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Document Retention Policies (cont.)
■ In response to industry comments, in 60-Day Rule
commentary, CMS noted 5-year retention requirement for
medical records from hospital conditions of participation is
a minimum and industry standard is already 6 - 7 years
■ CMS acknowledged that paper records are not necessary
to validate claims under the lookback period and scanned
or electronic records are sufficient
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Internal Audits
■ Evaluate your processes for conducting internal audits
− It is helpful to have written guidelines or policies to ensure internal audits
are thorough and meet certain basic requirements

■ Revise to incorporate the process, timing, and reporting
expectations we discuss today
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Training
■ Employees involved in the process of identifying and
refunding overpayments should receive
updated/supplemental training on the 60-Day Rule and its
impact on overpayment policies. These employees include:
−
−
−
−

Accounting Department
Audit Department
Compliance Department
Legal Department

■ Certain employees should receive updated/supplemental
training on any changes to document retention policies:
− Records Department
− IT Staff
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Training (cont.)
■ Certain employees should receive updated/supplemental
training on changes to your internal investigation processes
− Compliance Department
− Legal Department
− Audit Department

■ Incorporate a high level overview of the requirement to
return identified overpayments and the Final Rule into your
annual employee compliance training
− Final Rule states that the organization is responsible if employee or agent
at any level has knowledge of an overpayment
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Discussion/Examples
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60-Day Rule – UnitedHealthcare v. Azar
In UnitedHealthcare Ins. Co. v. Azar, 2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
152343, (Sept. 7, 2018), the district court invalidated 2014
final rule that provided “The MA organization has identified an
overpayment when the MA organization has determined, or
should have determined through the exercise of reasonable
diligence, that the MA organization has received an
overpayment.” (42 CFR 422.326(c), as added at 79 FR
29844, 29958)
− Court found that CMS did not have authority to substitute a negligence
standard for the knew or should have known standard for the FCA
− Court found the rule procedurally invalid, i.e., not a logical outgrowth of the
proposed rule because CMS had not proposed a negligence standard or
otherwise indicated that it would adopt one

60-Day Rule – UnitedHealthcare v. Azar
Import of UnitedHealthcare for Part A and Part B overpayments by provider
and suppliers
■ UnitedHealthcare dealt with the 2014 Part C final rule for overpayments
to MA Organizations and not the 2016 Part and Part B final rule for
overpayments to providers and suppliers (81 FR 7654), BUT…
■ The language/standard at issue in UnitedHealthcare, i.e., “should have
determined through the exercise of reasonable diligence” is the same in
both rules. See 81 FR at 7683 (“should have through the exercise of
reasonable diligence, determined that the person has received an
overpayment”), AND …
■ As was the case for the Part C proposed rule, the Part A/B proposed
rule did not propose a negligence standard (or otherwise indicate that
one could be adopted)

UnitedHealthcare v. Azar
Going forward …
■ The Secretary has appealed and likely will be unsuccessful

− The D.C. Circuit has been tough on CMS on procedural issues. See, e.g.,
Allina Health Servs. v. Sebelius, 746 F.3d 1102 (D.C. Cir. 2012)

■ Until and unless the issue is resolved favorably for CMS, DOJ may not
want to pursue any FCA cases, and OIG may not wish to issue any
CMPs, for failure to return an “overpayment” that could have been
identified through the exercise of reasonable diligence


DOJ could dismiss qui tams if it is concerned the cases could establish
law unfavorable to the Gov’t

■ But beware – there can be a fuzzy line between negligent in not
exercising due diligence to determine if there is an overpayment, and
acting in reckless disregard or deliberate ignorance, by not inquiring
further when the facts show that there is likely an overpayment

UnitedHealthcare v. Azar
Going forward …
■ Can CMS issue a regulation using its general rulemaking authority, i.e., not
relying on Section 6402 of PPACA?
■ Section 1102(a) -- “The Secretary . . . shall make and publish such rules and
regulations, not inconsistent with this Act, as may be necessary to the efficient
administration of the … . Act
■ Section 1871(a) – “The Secretary shall prescribe such regulations as may be
necessary to carry out the administration of the insurance programs under this
title”
■ CMS proposed rule in 2002 “would require providers, suppliers, and individuals
that have identified a Medicare payment received in excess of amounts payable
under the Medicare statute and regulations to report and return the
overpayment, within 60 days of identifying the overpayment, to the appropriate
intermediary or carrier at the correct address.” 67 FR 3662, 3663 (Jan. 25
2002)
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